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ABSTRACT 
ln t..bia paper. the problem of optimal placements of 

relation• on a di•tribu.t.~d. relational data base is studied.. 
lt ill found that. this problem can be decomposed into 
multiple aub·problems of optimizing the placements of 
individulll relationa. A technique is proposed to introduce 
redundant information onto the distributed data base so 
that non-decomposable queries can be made decompos
able. AI a result, the operational co:sts are found to 
decrease when sufficient redundant information is added. 
A simple example is used to illustrate tbt# technique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent adVIUlces in large-sce.le integrated logic 

and communication technology. coupled. with the explo-
sion in size and complexity of the application areas, have 
led to tbe design of distributed architectures. Duically, 
a Distr&.bu.tfld. CcnnputltT S'JISlfl'm. (DCS) is considered as an 
interconnection of digital systems called PY.ocessing Ele
ments (PE's), each having certain processing ca.pabilitit:s, 
communicatirJ.i with each ot.her through a.n interconnec
tion network and working on a tel of jobs. which may be 
related or unrelated [RAM76. AND75]. This definition 
encompasses a wide range of configura.tions from an uni
Processor system with ditlerent functional units to a mul
tiplicity of general purpose computers (e.g. ARPANET}. 

Data. on a DCS are mana&ed through a Data Base 
(DB) which is a collection of stored operational data used 
by the application systems of some particl.llar enterprise 
[DAT77]. A Distributed Data. Base (DDB) can be regarded 
as tbe data stored at different locations of a DCS. It can 
be considered to exist. only when data elements at. multi
ple locations are interrelated and/or there is a need· to 
access data stored at some locations from another loca· 
tion .. 

Because of t.be availability ·of many parallel 
resources on a DCS, and the increasing need for larger 
data bases, the design of efficient coordini:ltion schemes 
for the management of data on a DCS is a very critical 
proble.m. ln this paper, the problem of optimal place· 
menta of relations on a distributed relational DB is stu· 
died. Tho objective of the problem is to place multiple 
copies of a relation on the DCS so as to minimize the total 
operational costs of the system which may include 
storage coat, muJ.t.iple update cost, retrieval cost, query 
processing ·cost and ftle migration cost (if the assign· 
menta are dynamic). The theme of this paper is to 
demonstrate that the placements of multiple relations on 
a diatributwd relational DB can be optimized· for e12;ch 
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relatidn independently. It is asaumed that a technique 
exi~t.s to find tbe optimal placements of multiple copies 
ql a single file on a DDB. There are many techniques 
available, e.g. (CAS72, I..EV74, WAJ-179] .. We have shown in 
[WAH79. RAM79b] that the placements of multiple copies 
of a single file is isomorphic to the single commodity 
warehouse location problem. Bued on this property, 
many techniques developed tor both problems··are interoo 
Chi:ingeable. Among these are algorithms developed in 
the warehouse location problem, such as the ad.d-drop 
algorithm, the branch and bound algorithms, the proba· 
biUstic branch and bound algorithm, tbe integer pro
gramming technique, lhe steepest ascent algori.tbrn and 
th~ dynamic programming methods. These algorithms 
can be applied to solve the {dynamic) file allocation prob
lem. On the other hand, there are algorithms developed 
in the file allocation problem which can be used to solve 
the warehouse location problem. These includ.e the 
hyper-cube technique, the clusleri.na: technique, the 
dynamic progranuning methods and the max·ftow min· 
cut network flow technique. 

A technique is proposed in this paper in which redun· 
dant information is ad.ded to the DDB which further 
reduces the operat.ional costs ol tbe system. lt is sbown 
by an example DDB that under certain conditions, the 
technique can reduce the total operational costs of the 
system. A relational data model is chosen in this paper 
because it is very popular and the r!o3sul.l!l obtained would 
be wore specific. However, the teChnique propo•ed in 
this paper can be generalized to any type ot dat.a model 
and file system. · 

II. QUERIES ON .A RELATIONAL DB 
1n a relational DB [COD70), data is viewed as relations 

of varying degree, the degree being the number of dis
tinct domains participating in the relation. Each 
instance of a relation is known as a tuple, which bas a 
value for each domain of the relation. Thus a relation can 
simply be represented in tabular form with columns u 
domains and rows as tuples. 

A Query is an access request made by a user or a 
program, in which one or more relations have to be 
acces!3ed.. A query on a relational DB consists of two 
parts: the part specifying the domains of lbe relation to 
be retri~ved and the part. specifying the predicate which 
is a quan'tification representing t.he defining properties of 
the set to be accessed. Let S be a relation of domains 1#, 
sname, oily, inventory: and SP be e. relation of domainl 
s#. p# (Figure 1). The queries on a relational DB can be 
classified into the following categoriel [DA~7}: 
(,1) Retrievdl Operations 

(a) Single Relation Retrieval: Tho pr~dicoto 
representing the defining property of the set to 
be retrieved is defined on the same relation Ill 
the set. 



(a) Rota.tion S 

s sN ~name citv inventor_v 

1 Supplier A New York 1500 
3 Supplier B San FranciSco 700 
5 Suoolier C Cbice.Q:o 2500 

(b) Rotation SP 

SP o#_l_oN I 
1 A! 
2 Al 
3 A2 
4 A2 
5 P2 

FVJu.TV t Rotations S o.nd SP 

(2) 

(3) 

E.g. GET (S.sname): (S.city="Paris" AND 
S.inventory> 1000) 

(b) Multiple Relation Retrieval: The predicate, as 
well as the set to be retrieved, may be defined 
over multiple relations. 
E.g. GET (S.sname): (S.s#=SP.s# AND 
SP.p#="Pe") 
Relation S and SP must be available simultane
ously before the retrieval can be processed. 

Storage Operations 

!a) Single Relation Update: 
b) Mull.iple Relation Update; 
c) Insertion: 

(d) Deletion. 
Library FuocUons 
TheBe represent more complicated operations on 
the predice.tu than the equality operations, e.g. 
counting the number of occurences, selecting the 
maximum/minimum etc. 

Single relation queries can be processed very easily 
on a distributed relational DB. When the relation i'S geo· 
graphically distributed, the query uan be sent to a node 
in which a copy of the relation resides and be processed 
there. The results after the processing can be sent back 
to the requesting node. It is generally true that the 
amount of communications needed to transmit· the 
results is much smaller than the amount needed to 
transmit the relations. 

On lhe other hand, the processing of a mull-relation 
query is more complicated. When multiple relations are 
accessed by the same query on a DDB, these relations 
usually have to reside at a comma~ location before the 
query can be processed. Substantial communication 
overhead may be involved if these relations are geograph
ically distributed and a copy of each relation has to be 
trans!er"red to a common location. It. is therefore neces
sary to decompose the query into sub-queries so that 
each sub·query accesses a single relation. This technique 
ha.s been proposed in the design of the centralized ver· 
sian of INGRE.S [WON76], and is extended to the design of 
SDD·' [WON??] and distributed lNG RES [EPS7B]. 
Specifically, t.hu technique consists of two steps. The first 
st.ep is t.o select a site with the minimum amount of data 
movements to lhat site bejore the query can be pro-
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cessed. This is used as a starting point. for the second 
st.ep of the algorithm which determine::~ the sequ.en'?e of 
moves that results in a minimum cost. The algonthm 
usf:>d is a greedy algorithm and only local optima can 
result in such an atgorilhm. Hevner and Yao lHEV79] 
have followed a similar approach and have develolled tw-o 
optimal <:!.lgorithms for arranging data transmissions and 
local data processing with minimal response time and 
minimal total time, for a special class of q_uerie5. These 
optimal algorithms are used 11s a basis to develop a gen
eral query procesHing algorithm for a general query in 
which each required relation may have any number of 
joining dornaimt and output domains and each node may. 
have any number of required relations. This generul algo
rithm i.s a heuristic which uses an improved exhaustive 
search to find efficient distribution strategies. Ghosh 
also proposed a model of data distribution on a DB which 
facilit.,tes query processing [GH076]. Specifically. the 
model consists of a DB with multiple target segment 
types and there are queries with multiple larget segment 
types. 'l'he objectwe is lo distribute the segments on the 
DB so as to maximize the number of segments that the 
queries cttn retrieve in parallel from different nodes. The 
model only looks at the problem from a retrieval point of 
view and no cost is associated with retrieving a segment 
from a node. 

Most of the previous work address the problem !rom 
a viewpoint of what are the processing sequence of the 
query and where it should be proces::iled. However, they 
do not consider the distribution of files which can make 
the processing of queries more efficient. }1-.urther, there 
exists queries which are non•deoomposable. For exam
ple, the query: 

GET (S.sname): (S.s#=SP.s# AND SP.p#="Pa") 
is noL decomposable into single relulion retrievals 
!lecau.se there is a logical relaUon "=" which is defined 
over a common domainS# of the relationS and SP. These 
relalion~:> must bo available simultaneously at a common 
location before the retrieval or update operations can be 
perform~d. Instead of solving the problem of decompos
ing the queries, we study a technique to reduce the pro
cessing and communication coats for non-decomposable 
queries in this paper. It is shown hlter, by the introduc
tion of some redundant informalion on the DB, non
decomposable queries may be made decomposable, {see 
also [RAM79aj). The basic assumption made over here is 
that aU the required relations are moved t.o the node at. 
which the query originates, before the processing of the 
query begins. It i.s possible to consider· a sequence of 
moves which will minimize the total amount of data 
transferred. However the problem wiU be very campti· 
cated and the intention of this paper is to demonstrate 
the usefulness of the technique of using redundant infor
mation. 

Before the technique is discussed, the problem of 
placements of relations on a DDB is first formulated. 

lll. THE PLACEMENTS OF RELATIONS ON A DDB 
In lhis seclion. ,1 ,,L ... Htel for the placements o! multi

ple relati.ons on a UUH 1~ formulated. The model is shown 
for the special case of two relations and is generalized 
later to the case of more than two relations. 

Consider two relations a. and b, the retrieval and 
update rate at node i are (see Figure 2)1: 

q~,~11 {q,~b) =rate of access at node i f~r a single rela
tion retrieval accessing relation a(b); 

qf.it.~b :::: rate of access at node i for a multi-relation 
relrieval accessing both relations a and b: 



b 
; ,b 

RELATION o RELATION b 

1) RETRIEVALS 

RELATION 1 RELAT!Otl b 

b) UPOATE5 

-il- SlltGLE RELATION ACCESSES 

--+ HUL.Tl~REL.ATION ACCESSES 

Figure 2 Retrievlll and Update Rate on a 
2-Relts.t.icn DB from Nodu. i 

uf..(ut..,) =rate of update f:\l node l for a single reta .. 
lion query updating relation a(b}: 

u,~~"{u.,~o") = n.te of update at node i. for a multi
relation query accessing bot.h relations a and 
b before updating relation a(b). 

Tbo costa for each Wlil of access arc: 

Sf.j(Si".J) = communicali.on and procettsing cost per 
unit query of a.cceas.i.ng relation a(b) tram 
no<lo i ~o no<lo j: 

JlfJ(AitJ) = communication and processing coat pe.r 
unit update of mul'.:-:e updatina rela.t.ion a(b) 
from node i to node J• 

We di.t!orontiatu betweon the coata of relriuvala and 
updo.tas becauae in some applications, retriuvllll are 
more Unportant. than upda~ea and. therefore would have a 
hijber cgat {e.g. inventory system); while ln other real 
Ume application•, updates m11y bti more frequent and 
therefore more criticlll (e.a. airline resef"VIltion &)"'ltem), 

I The oan..,QUOQ fll the ..,mbol.l u.4 we .. faUon: t,j repro•ni. 
m.,..,. tor ~r, a.~ repruent. t:n.de.ua tor rol..Uon.r. t.ba IUpCir1tOript. 
nprc.nl the u..t. ~ rolaUQQII t..bAl tha query ft1u.t acoe• betora lho 
C\QOl'J oan be proo .... d: t.ho ~plll rc~t. U.e P04" c~ 
W \bt t.ar,ot. til\ of ro~UOM tw U\0 qu11117. 
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Let: 

n = number of nodes on thu DCS: 

!0 (Z.) = lena~h or relation a( b): 

J,,.U,,b) =per unit c~?at. of storing relation a(b) at. 
node i. 

We define from the cbaracteriatics Or the queries init.iAtcd 
from node ~ the toUowL.tg symbols: 
{1) Single rela.ti.on ratrievo.la: 

o.f (a;." b)= traction ot relation a{b) Ulat is put into 
,a 'the result relli.tion due to the execution of a 

single relation retrieval on a(b); 

(2) Multi-relation retrie~vala: 

af.llb(af.b,.) = fraction ot relation a{b} that is ne~e ded 
to proco:11:1 a. multi-relation retrieval on a and 
b: 

(3) Siegle relation upda.taa: 

pf.. (pf..) = lro.c~ion of rolaUon a( b) tba~ will be 
' updtt.tod by a. ainalo relation update; 

(4) llulU-rola~ion up<la~ .. , 

vf.•b(li,~J,b) = rn.ct.ion of rabs.tion a(b) that il needed 
to proceu a. mult.i•relation update before the 
updates can be performed; 

{lf.;,,.(M.h") = tro.ction or relation a(b} tba.t will be 
updat~d by a multl-relatioo update llfter rela· 
tiona a. and b have been acce~11ed. 

ln proceuing a multi-relation update. t.hu relations a and 
b must be iiCCeued first in order to determine wha.t are 
t.he actual updates t.ha.l have to be made. TI1UI ill meas· 
ured by the para.metera ~~,~;,band Jlf.t/'. The fraction ot 
relations a. and b to be updated alter they have been 
determined are measured by the para.meten 
(J~~-· and {J,~j}•. 

The parameters detlned above can be estim.a~ed 
from the characteristics ot the ditferent ·typu of quertell 
that can be made on the DDB and the dialribution of the 
data stored in the relations. 

Tho control variables governing tb.e file location• and 
t.be routing discipline u.re defined as foLlow!: 

! 0 it r•lation a (b) d••• not •mt at noclo i 
Y,"( Yt) "' 1 othaT'Uiin 

Xt.1(xf.1) = fraction o! quorleo made aL node I on 
' 'relation e.( b) that are routed to node j. 

lt il true that if X[,J>O, t.b.en YJ;;.l for r.=!l.b. 

The optimLzation problem of placing relati~nl ~ and 
b on t.be DDB oa.n be tormula.ted. i.n the follolfln& u.noar 
plVgram: 

min (1) 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lo) 



+ ~ ~ ~ uf/ ~ vf;'L,Xf.tSf4 n n ~ 
r•a.,o (•1 J •1 •a,lt 

+ litr't,.M[.IYJ"] 
n 

+ ~ ~ J,,,t,.Yt 
r•a.,b t•t 

11Ubject to the following constraints: 
n 
~ yt .. 1 r=a.,b , .. 
f; XfJ = 1. r=a,b, i=l,2,. . .,n 
j=1 

nYJ~ f; Xf.J ~ 0, r::a,b,j:::l,2, ... n , .. 
Y[= 0,1, r:a,b, i=l,2, ... ,n 

(ld) 

(le) 

(If) 

(lg) 

(lb) 

(li) 

Eq. la represents the access cost for !lingle relation 
retrievals: Eq. lb represents the access cost for multi~ 
relation retrievals; Eq. lc represunts the update cost for 
single relation updates; Eq. ld represents the update cost 
tor mult.i~relation updates and Eq. le represents the 
storage cost at relations on the DDB. Condition 1f assures 
that at lea::~t one copy of the relalion exists; condition lg 
assures that all the queries are serviced; condition lh 
assures that the relation must exist at a node if a route is 
defined to access it at that node and condition 1i assures 
tha.l the control variables Y[ are integral. 

LEMMA 1 
The above optimization problem can be partitioned into 
two independent optimization sub-problems for each 
relation: 

(a) min 

"' "' " ,.!!. n ~ ~ QfX/jS1~1 + ~ z;, Uf.ll:_; Yf + ~ FfYt" 
i•l J•l i•t J~l i•l 

where 
Qf = (q,~.ar,. + 9t~C~oaf.;,." + uf.;,"vto.• + ut~6,vf;,.6)l. 

F,";:: /t,o.la 

su.bject to: 

• 
~YI'"l , .. 
• 
~ x,·J = 1 i:;::l, .... n 
I• I 

• nYf l: ~ XfJ l: 0 j= l, .... n , .. 
Yt'1 = 0,1 i;::l, ... ,n 

(b) min 

f; f; QfX,'Jst,1 + f; f; U/MfJYf + f; Ftyt 
'li=l J=J i""l J=l · ial 

where 

Ql} = (q,~bat~• + 9t~A~oai.~6° + U;.~;.0v,~~b + 'Ut~bbllt~b0)lo 

ut ::;: (u.s~,p,~o + U(~6tJ/Jt.6,)lo 

(2) 

(3) 
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Fu = !t.t~Lb 
subject ta: 

n 

~ rt" 1 
\:ot 

n 
nYJ <: I: X,'J il: 0 j= l, .. .,n , .. 
y,6 = 0,1 i=l, ... ,n 

Proof 
We notice in optimizat.ion problem (1) that there are no 
cross product terms in the control variables of relations 
a and b. Therefore, the objective function of (1) can be 
written as a sum of objective functions of optimization 
problems {2) and {3), and similarly, the constraint_s can 
be partitioned into twll independent sets. The solutton to 
{2) will therefore be a constant. in (1) which implies ~at 
{3) can be solved independently. Similarly, the solullon 
to (3) will be a constant in (1) and this implies that (2) 
can be solved independently. 

We conclude that the optimization problem for rela· 
tions a and b can be carried out as two optimization sub-
problems for relations a and b independent.ly. 

A furt.her simplification of the integer programs (2) 
and (3) is to first solve for X[4 . r=a.b, and substitute into 
the integer programs. lt ia shown in [ALC76] that, 

X[.~= I~ if S[.1 = min S•~ 
c.tt•t 

othenui.se 

The detailed proof will not be shown here. 

A generalization of Lemma 1 is to allow any number 
of rela.llons in the DDB. Tb.ia is shown in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM1 
The general problem of optimizing the placements or 
multiple relations on a DDB can be decomposed into mul
tiple sub-problems of optimizing the placement.s of ea.ch 
relation independently. 

The proof, which require some symbols to be defined 
and can be done by obvious generalization of the proof of 
Lemma 1, will not be shown here . 

The importance of Theorem 1 is that the oria:inal 
optimization problem of placing multiple copies of m 
relations on the DDB, which has a complexity of the order 
of 0(2"'m), is reduced to m simpler optimization sub~ 
problems of placing multiple copies of each relation on 
the DDB, each of which has a complexity of the order of 
0 (2"' ). We will not study the algorllhm for deciding the 
placements of multiple copies of a relation on a DDB. 
There are many techniques available, e.g. (CAS72, LEV74, 
MOR77, WAH79]. Some of these techniques are exhaustive 
and give optimal solutions, e.g. [CAS72, LEV74, MOR77]; 
others give sub-optimal solutions and have a polynomial 
running lime, e.g. [WAH79]. We describe in t.be next sec• 
lion a technique to reduce the cost of the objective func
tion of (1) by the use of redundant information. 



IV. COST REDUCTICN ON THE PLACEMENTS OF RELA· 
TIONS ON A DDB BY UTJLIZINC REDUNDANT IN FORMA· 
TJON 

ln section ll, the technique of query decomposition is 
briefly described. ln query decomposition, optimization 
is performed on the processing of a single query which 
originates at a node. The objective is to decompose a 
multi~relation query into as many single relation sub~ 
queries o.a possible so that data (relation) movements 
from one node to e.nother can be minimized. However, 
there exists non-decomposable queries which require all 
t.hu rolat.lons lhal \.hoy accesa to bo preaent at a common 
loa•tkon. A lar"o numbar ol relallon tru.n•fon may be 
needed 1f the•ts rala.Uona are &cos;raphlcally dlslrtbuted. 
In order to avoid these extra relation transfers, a techM 
nique utilizing redundant information is proposed here. 
Instead of decomposing queries that. access multiple rela~ 
tions, it may be sufficient to provide redundant informa~ 
tion in each relation so that multiple relations do not 
need t.o reaide at a single location before the query can 
be processed. For example, in processing the query: 

GEn' (S.oname): (S.o#=SP.s# AND SP.p#="P2') 
on two geographically separated relations, S and SP (Fig~ 
ure 1), it may be necessary to transfer relation S to the 
node where SP resides and then process the query there 
or vice versa. However, if the information (S.s#=SP.s#) is 
compiled beforehand into the two relations (Figure 3), 
t.hen the above query can be decomposed into two single 
relation sub-queries: 

GET (S.o#, S.oname): (S.s#=SP.s#) and 
Gli."l' (SP.s#): (S.s#=SP.o# AND SP.p#="P2'). 

ln this case, the processing can be done in parallel ·and 
the amount. of information transfers is much smaller. 

This t.eobniquo poses several problems. First, it is 
necessary to take one extra bit for each tuple in order to 
compile this piece or information. If the amount ot infor
mation t.o be added is large, (e.g. when the number of 
different predicates defined on a common domain of two 
relations is large), the size of the extra storage space 

(a) Relation S 

s S# S.a#= an arne city inventory 
SP.sH 

1 I Supplier A New York 1500 
3 1 ~~pplier B San Francisco 700 
5 1 unnlier C Chicauo 2500 

(b) Relation SP 

SP •# S-•#= P# 
SP.s• 

1 1 AI 
2 AI 
3 1 A2 
4 A2 
5 1 P2 

Fijjure 3 Relations S _and SP with (S.s#=SP.s#) information 
compiled mto the relations 
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may be significant. SeCond. when the common domain of 
one relation is modified, i.t. is necessary to "multiple 
update" the redundant information in all the common 
domains of the other relatiom:1 in the DDB. Referring to 
Figure 3, if an extra tuple with s#="2", sname="Supplier 
D", city="Boston" and inventory="3000" is added to rela
tion S, then it is necessary to find out what are the 
changes that have been made on the redundant informa
tion (s.s#=SP\5#) in both relations S and SP, and to 
update these chang8s in ad.dition to the original update. 
In this case, the (S.s#=SP.s#) informatiQn bas to be 
changed in relations S and SP because relation SP con~ 
bins a tuple with s#=2. Jt updating activilies ore fre
qutmt, thu "rnull.iple update .. cost ~a l1:1rge, 'l'he nel effect 
of l.his technique ia therefore t.o reduce t.he total retr~eval 
cost and increase the total update cost of the system. 
Further, the response time in reflecting an update on t.be 
DB may be longer in this case because of the need to 
update the redundant informat~on. Third, this technique 
requires that the DB designer be able to estimate the 
amount of additional information to be compiled into t.he 
relations. A possible technique is to pre~analyze the type 
of predicates used in retrievals and updates and to deter
mine what are the essential information to be compiled 
into the relations. A compromi.ze should be made 
between introducing extra information with additional 
storage space and higher cost in multiple updates. and 
reducing the amount of relation transfers. lt would be 
advantageous for the more frequently used predicates 
and less advantageous for the others. 

In the remainder of this section, a model is 
developed for deciding how much redundant information 
is needed on the DUB in order for this technique to be 
cost effective, We first examine the strategies that have 
lo be used for retrievals and updates. 

The strategies on retrievals of a geographically dis· 
tributed relation is lhe same as the strategy when no 
redundant information is used. The necessary informa
tion to be used in processing the query is first projected 
onto temporary tiles before they are sent to the original• 
ing node. On the other hand, the strategy on updates is 
difleriEinl from tho case of no redundant information 
because it is also necessary to check whether the redun
dant information is updated. There are two variations of 
the update strategy: 

(1) The updates are first sent t.o the multiple copiea 
of the file to be updated; 
The necessary information on all the relations. 
which is neoded to determine if the redundant 
information bas to be updated, is sent to a com
mon node; 
The updates to be made on the redundant infor
mation are determined there: 
The updates on the redundant. information are 
sent out to all the atiected relations. 

(2) The necessary information on all the relations, 
which is needed to determine it the redundant 
information has to be updated. is sent to node i 
where the update originates. (actually, it. can be 
sent lo any other node, but t.be control overhead 
in doing this would usually be greater); 
The updato to be made on the redundant informa• 
lion are determined at this node; 
The updates on the target relation as well as the 
updates on the redundant information, are sen~ 
out to all the relations. 

The advantage of using strategy (1) is that the 
updates on the target relation will be reflected on the DB 
in a shorter time than strategy (2). But strategy (1) 
involves more control overhead and the response time in 



reftectinK the updtt.tee on the redundant information will 
be longt~r than ~lrtt.tegy (2). Jn general, strategy (2) will 
have a shorter overall response time. We assume that 
strategy (2) is Ui!ted in Our model. 

As before, the model for detennining the use of 
redundant information is tint developed for the special 
cuse of two relations and is generalized to the ca:;e of 
more than two relations later. 

Consider two relations a and b, the retrieval and the 
update rate!, using the notation~t defined earlier, are 
shown in Figure 4. There are two additional. types of sin
gle relation retrievals. These are originally multi-relation 
retrievals. Due to the use of redundant information, part 
of the multi-relation retrievals iire decomposed into sin· 
gle relalion retrievals. In describing the model, the fol
lowing symbols are defined: 

1f1.6 = fraction of non-decompoBable multi-relation 
retrieval• on a and b from node i that remain 
non-decomposable· even with the use of 
redWldant information: 

af;.' I uf.b' J 
( af.;,.b + ut,J,b) (ui~G.o+ a,~,o) 

= traction or multi-relation-reduced-single
relation retrievals from node i on a(b) due to 
the use of redundant information: 
(1-7f.A~o)q1~G.~o is the original rate or multi
relation retrievals that is decomposable with 
the use or redundant informatirm; 
(1-7;.~;,.~0 )q,~;,.0,0 (a:'".a.b+a,~o0) is the total rate of 
multi -rela. lion-reduce d -sing le·r elation 
retrievals to relations a and b after the 
decomposition; 
It is generally true that uf.a.0+af.l}'~l. that is, 
the total rate of additlonal single relation 
retrievals after the use of redundant informa
tion, is grealP-r than the reduclion in multi
reht.t.ion roLri.twal rat.e: 
1'hu acoaaM rtltu of mulU·r~lttt.ion-reduoed• 
single-relation retrievals on relation r is 
(l-Jf:a.~o)9t~G.0.oufi for r=a,b : 

•f.•'<•f.b') = fraction of relation a(b) that is the 
result to a multi-relation-reduced-single· 
relation retrieval on a(b); 

6f.o.11 (6l:b11 ) = fraction ot non-decomposable multi· 
relation updates on a(b) from node i that. 
remain non·decomposable even with tbe use 
of redundant information; 

'71: •. •('1l.a.b) = fraction of updates on relation a(b) 
from node i that. will update redundant infor
mation on relations a and b; 

ff.a (tl,o) = fraction of relation a(b) in which the 
redundant information has to be updated due 
to updates originating from node i: 

l'4 (L'0 ) = lena:th of relation a{b) after the use of 
redundant information. 

Jn our model, although the amount. of storage is greater 
aft.er redundant information is used, i.e. l'r>4 (r=a,b), 
Dut. the effect on communication is very small becau::~e 
the redundant information does not. have to be 
transferred over the network in processing a query. 
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o) RETRIEVALS 

RELATION b 

b) UPDATES 

---..:;. SINGLE RELATION ACCESSES 

-•->- MULTI-RELATION TRANSFOR!lEO SJNGLE RELATION ACCESSES. 
DUe TO THE USE OF REDUNONIT liiFORMAT!ON 

--? MULTI-RELATION ACCESSES 

~ REDUNDANT INFO,RMAT!ON 

Figure 4 RETRIEVAL AND UPDATE RATE ON A 2-RELATION DATA BASE 
FROf1 NODE 1 USING ADDITIONAL REDUNDANT INFORMATION 

The optimization problf:tm of pl.aclng relation• a and_ 
b on the DDB after the use of redundant information can 
be formulated in the following linear-program: 

min (4) 

(4.a) 

n n 
+ :E :E :E (1--,l';.',,)qf;.~,uf.;.'•r;.'r.xrJs(.J 

...... , , .. 1 J•l 
(4-b) 

{4o) 

{4d) 



+ L; f: f; ul:r'f6f.r' L; vr;'!'aXfJSfJ 
r•a.,b (•1 J•l { ••11.~ 

+ lll'/!',Mf..tYJ] 

+ 2: f: f: TJl.a,,(u(,+uf.r')fL; at;'t·.xt.1StJ 
r•a.,b t•t J•l ~,.., 

+ L; ff.,t·,Mf.tYJ] 
t•a,ll 

:rubjocl to: 
n 
2:YT~1 .. , 

r:o:a,b i;:::l, •..• n 

nY)'<:f;xr,1 <:o r=a.b j=1 .... ,n 
••• 

Y[= 0,1 r::a,b i=l, ... ,n 

(4e) 

(4!) 

(4g) 

Most or the term1 in Eq. 4 are the same as in Eq. 1, 
except in this case Eq. 4b represents the access cost for 
multi-relation-reduced-single-relation retrievals using the 
redundant information; and Eq. 4f represents the update 
cost for the redundant information. The term 
't)[a.,o(uf.,.+uf:;.0} for r=a,b represents the access rate of 
updates that may have effects on the redundant informa
tion. In determining whether the redundant information 
will be updated. it is necessary to perform a multi
relation retrieval on the relations concerned. In this 
case, since we know the updates to be made On relation r, 
we can !etch a copy of all other relations st.-r and move 
t.be copy t.o node i. This cost is represented by the term 

2: at;.'!'.XfJSlJ in Eq. 4!. After tho updates on the .... 
redundant information bas been determined. tha aclual 
updates, together with tho updates on the redundaot 
information are sent to all the nodes which have a copy of 
the relation. This cost iB represented by the term 
L;1[J!',M[JYJ in Eq. 4!. , ..... 

A 1imila.r lemma and theorem can be proved for this 
problem. 

LEMMA2 
Optimization problem· 4 can be partitiooed into two 
indep~ndent. optimization aub·problems for each relation,: 

(a) min f: 'lfminSfJ + f: f: U('Mf'JY!+ f: FfYI{5) 
i•l j,Y,.l C•ll•l C•l 

whflre: 

Qf = [qf,.af.. + (l.-'Yt~&~~~)qf,a~,a,~;,0r..f.o."- +_ "'f.&~bqf;.,~._af.i." 
+ 'Uf.;,u6f.fyf.;,_b +. uf./},6f.&bvt.o.• + 'lc~a..•(vl,o +~~l,b)a,~iau]l'., 

U(' = [ut:.llr.. + uf;.'IIU + TJf' .... <uf .. +ut.;.')U .. 
+ TJt .... <"<' .. +uf.i'ltf..]!'• 

Ff = f<.o!' 0 

S'll.bjoct to: 

}';Y('il1 .. , 
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Yf = 0,1 i=l, ... ,n 

• 
(b) min E 

i-=1 

where: 

Qt = [qi~ba,~, + (1-1f.G~&)qf.;,0,,af.JJ0r;f.bb + 1f.G~b9f.O.~baf.b' 
+ u.,~;,.b6,~a,~~v,~,, + 'U..j~b6\~I,~~V,"',J,b + 1'Jt.~a.,(tJ.(';a +uf.Ao)~;,o]''• 

U;.b =: [·u.,~o,8t.~O + uf.&"fJf.I}' + 1'J\":&,fi('Uf.a+'U.(5,Q.0)(t.~b 

+ 11.~ ••• <"'~' +uf.l'lU .• Jt·, 
Ff = t..ol'• 

subject to: 

• 2: r,• o: 1 .. , 
Yf = 0,1 \=t ..... n 

THEOREM2 

The general problem of optimizing the placements of 
multiple relations on a DDB using additional redundant. 
information can be decomposed into multiple sub· 
problems of optimizing the placements of each relation 
independently. 

The proofs of Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 are very Rimi .. 
lar to that of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 and will not be 
iUustrated here. 

We demonstrate the use of this technique in the next 
section wi.th a simple example. 

V. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE THE USE 
OF REDUNDANT INFORMATION ON A DDB 

In this section, we show by the use of a numerical 
example, the cost improvement. when ~·edundant informa• 
tion is introduced on the ODE. 

Com1ider a DCS of 3 node1 with two relations, S and 
SP, on the DDB. Let S has domains s#(l), sname(lO{, 
city(5), inventory(2) and SP has domains s#(l), p#(1) • 
Assume that S has 500 tuples and SP has 10000 tuples. 
'fhe following ps.rs.meters are also assumed: 

[S,J] = [M,,I] = [? ~ 1~51• 10-~ 
~ 1.5 0 

l•.s = fo.sp = 0 
!s = l's = 500•18 = 9000 (words)• 
!sp = !'sp = 10000•2 = 20000 (words)2 

Node Parameters 

i qf.s uf.s uf,fP qf." uf!Sp ufjjf 

1 100 20 115 60 120 40 
2 50 100 bO 100 25 35 
3 75 15 35 50 15 10 

qf,/Jp 

100 
50 
75 

1 'lhe numbc:r in the porentbe.t. indicate• Ole 1enc tA lD 1POl"'U- In 
each domain. 

1 Nole that l.,.=l 1r {r=S,SP) beca~e in tht• cue, n do not coMld
er the cost. of aLoroge on the DDB (J i,r =0, T =S ,SP) and the red~ 
d&nL in!ormat.ion usually don nat have to be aent QVer Ute network in 
ord.er t.o proceu & query . 



&lid fiJr •U ~lfl,II,Ut, 

af.s = af.f:p = vf./" = vl,i'l = 0.1 

•l.l" = •f.il = 0.05 

af.l" = af./1' = a. 3 

flf.s = flf!SP = flf./1' = flf.IJ' = 0.25 

uf./"= uf.H = 0.6 

tl.s = tf.Gp = 0.05 
These parameters have all been chosen based on 

aome estimated distribution or the data. stored in the 
relations Glld. the characteristics of the querie1 made on 
these two relations. They have been set independent. of 
the nodes and the relations for euy understanding. The 
fixed cost at storage on the system have all been 
Otlglected because the storage cost is usually very small 
as compared to the communication cost.. It is intended 
to show by· this example, the amount of redundant infor
mation needed in order for this technique to be cost 
DO'octlve. 

In Fijure 5 and 6, two araphs are plotted to show the 
ratio ot co:.t with rudundancy and oost without redun· 
da.ncy against 6~~;'P 3• In Fia:ure 5, the gr~h is plotted 
for various values of ?f./$,. .-, wltb "'ll.s.sP fixed at 0.~. 
Similarly, in Figure 6, the .R[A~h is plotted for various 
values or fll.s.sp 3, with 7f§:SP tb:ed al 0.5. lt. is seen 
from these two graphs that whenever sufficient redun· 
dant information is added to the DOE so that over half of 
the non·decomposable queries or updates becam·e 
decomposable, the resultant operational costs are less 
than the costs without the use of redundant information. 
Further, it is seen from F'1gure 6 that when the fraction of 
updates thf\t will update the redWldant information is 
le11 than 0.5, there is, in general, a cost improvement. 

The results we have shown in tbe example are for 
illustration. More detailed evaluations are necessary 
before any definite conclusions can be drawn. 

Vl CONCLUSION 
ln th~l paper, we have studied the problem ot 

optimal relation plaQuments on a distributed relational 
data bu.se. The objective of the problem is to minimize 
the total operational costs of the system. ll is proven 
lbat the problem of placements of multiple relations on 3 

DDB can be decomposed into multiple sub-problems of 
op.timal placements of individual relations. This result~ in 
a significant reduction in tbe complexity of the optimize.· 
lion problem. The type of queries that can be made on a 
di11Lribuled relat.ionisl data base are also claaaified. It is 
•a•n lhnl non·thHwmpoNni.Jla quvrlu• OtlUIItt 4 lot. or cum· 
muuluBUUil overheac.l on Lha •Y•Loru. A loohttlque 11 pro· 
posed in this paper which pre·a.nalyzes the type of 
queries being made on the data base and the charact.eria~ 
t.lcs of the d.at.a, and introduce'S additional redundant 
informatioil onto the data base so that non·decomposable 
queries can be made decomposable. The result i·J a 
decrealiie in the total retrieval cost and an increase in the 
total \.tpdate coat. lt is aeen that t.b.is problem can simi· 
le.rly be decomposed into multiple sub~problems. of 
optimizina the placements o! individual relations. A sun· 
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plc uxample is u&ed to illustrate some of the properti.es ~f 
t.hu l.ouhni.quc. lt. mu•t be noted that a tot. of aeneralLt.y ta 
lhtroduc"d in the duvcl.opmcnt. of t.he technique and a lot. 
of parameters are defined. However, in most practical 
cases. most of these parameters will be identical, and 
the 1~efo["e as illustrated in the example, the number of 
parameters to be estimated on the system is relatively 
smalL. 
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Figure 6 A PLOT OF COST RATIO w.r.t, y FOR VARIOUS VALU!'S OF 6 
{It Is assun~d that r.o;" ''- Independent of r•S,sp and f) 
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